Papua New Guinea’s revolving door

By Colin Filer, Henry Ivarature and Terence Wood

In July 2022, Papua New Guineans will go to the polls for the tenth time since Independence in 1975 to elect the members of a new national parliament. Past experience suggests that more than 40% — and possibly as many as 50% — of the sitting members will lose their seats at this next election. Why is it so difficult for incumbent MPs to keep their seats?

Observers of PNG’s political system have offered a variety of explanations for this high rate of turnover. Perhaps it is evidence of a vibrant democracy, or the inability of a small number of wealthy and influential families to consolidate their hold on power, or the widespread popular dissatisfaction with the inability of successive national governments to deliver public goods and services.

PNG has a rich history of electoral studies that have sought to explain the outcomes of different elections in different electorates. These began with the first election to the House of Assembly established under the Australian colonial administration in 1964. Some of these studies can be downloaded from the website of the ANU’s Pacific Institute. Typically, this work was qualitative and based on case studies. In more recent years, quantitative work has become more common, and this includes a number of papers based on data from the PNG Election Results Database.

We have tried to take this analysis one step further in our recently published discussion paper. Here we have focused our attention on the eight elections that took place between 1982 and 2017, and on the 85 rural or partially rural open electorates, leaving aside the provincial electorates and the four...
wholly urban open electorates (in Port Moresby and Lae). That is because we wanted to see whether any of the geographical or institutional features of these rural electorates might help to explain why some of them have higher rates of MP turnover than others. In other words, we decided to treat the question of turnover as a question about the differences between electorates, rather than a general question about the workings of the political system.

In doing so, we treated the geographical or institutional features of electorates, like population density or linguistic diversity, as factors external to the political system, and asked whether these factors had more or less influence on electoral outcomes than factors internal to the political system, like the number of candidates contesting each election or the number of votes that were cast.

While our evidence does show some broad variation in rates of MP turnover between PNG’s four regions, it also shows that there is greater variation within regions than between them, so it is reasonable to ask whether there are factors specific to each electorate that can explain why some have much higher rates of MP turnover than others.

Incumbent loss rates in rural open electorates, by region and electorate, 1982-2017
We did not find good evidence that any variables external to the political system had a significant effect on rates of MP turnover. For example, there was no relationship between the rate of turnover and the child mortality rate, which we took as a proxy for the level of social and economic development in each district. Likewise, there was very little relationship between the rate of turnover and the extent of linguistic diversity or fragmentation. If anything, the rate of turnover was lower in more diverse electorates, which might seem rather surprising.

We did find that MPs are more likely to lose their seats in electorates where average candidate numbers are higher and in elections where more votes are cast, so in that respect we might conclude that factors internal to the political system are more significant than factors external to it. But we found that the most significant of the factors that were able to be measured was the degree of ministerial power that MPs had managed to accumulate during the parliamentary term preceding each election. We measured this by scoring the relative importance of each ministerial portfolio and counting the number of months that each portfolio had been held by a particular MP. We found that MPs who had held senior portfolios for a substantial period were more likely to retain their seats, while those who had held junior portfolios were no more likely to get re-elected than other MPs.

In additional tests we were able to rule out the possibility that the relationship existed simply because MPs who had been in parliament longer were more likely to get more senior portfolios and also more likely to win their seats again. And we excluded the possibility that the relationship existed because MPs who won larger vote shares in the previous election were given more powerful ministerial roles.

Our findings suggest that the most significant factors in explaining the different rates of MP turnover in electorates are not features of the electorates themselves but the personal qualities of the MPs who get elected and then stand for re-election. In this instance, it is the capacity to accumulate ministerial power
through the workings of the parliamentary system. This could either be related to the preference of voters for MPs who can acquire ‘big names’ on the national political stage, or to the way that senior ministers can use their portfolios to dispense more favours to their local supporters.

This finding is consistent with a number of observations made of outcomes of specific elections in specific electorates, and also with the findings of surveys that have been undertaken to discover what voters find appealing about the candidates for whom they cast their votes. Sitting MPs have several other personal attributes that might be related to this one, and might prove to be equally significant, like their personal wealth or their level of education. The same goes for the candidates who seek to unseat them.

Unfortunately, we are unable to obtain precise measures of these other personal attributes for all the MPs who have stood for re-election between 1982 and 2017, let alone for all the other candidates who have contested the elections, so we cannot proceed much further with this kind of statistical analysis. The different electorates may also have significant and relevant features that we have not been able to measure.

All we can say for the time being is that the occupants of senior ministerial portfolios in the current term of parliament have a better than even chance of getting re-elected next year.

Read the full discussion paper by Colin Filer, Terence Wood and Henry Ivarature, Why do so many MPs lose their seats in PNG?
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